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At NYCT, the safety of our customers and employees is our priority

•

Each and every day, our number one responsibility is to ensure that all of our
customers and employees get home safely to the person or people who count on them

•

We have an uncompromising commitment to safety in everything we do – from
protecting our system and community during a major weather event to inspecting
every single subway car and bus before it makes service each day

•

We share the safety concerns of our community, and it is our responsibility as leaders
to fulfill this commitment every day
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Safety is a fundamental part of how we do things at NYCT

Safety culture is a commitment to:

NYCT’s Safety Culture is the
priority we place on
employees and public safety,
by everyone in every group at
every level of NYCT

•

Personal responsibility for safety

•

Actions to preserve safety

•

Communication of safety concerns

•

Adapting and modifying behavior based
on lessons learned from mistakes

•

Being rewarded in a manner consistent
with these values
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Our culture of safety moves us beyond compliance to personal
commitment

Compliance

Commitment

• Command and control or rules based

• Safety is a core value

• Doing things to avoid punishment

• Practicing safety even when no one is

• Breaking of rules when possible

• Identifying ways to eliminate exposure

• Safety is a priority when the “bosses are

• Communicating freely with leadership on

around”

watching

safety issues

• Production is more important than safety

• Helping coworkers when they are exposed

• “Check the box”

• Safety defines our organization
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Safety and productivity are not tradeoffs but go hand-in-hand

•

Every supervisor’s responsibility is production, quality control and cost control

•

However none of the above goals can be achieved without safety

•

Safety must be our priority every day in order to successfully deliver service
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NYCT has made great strides in improving the safety of our system…

Annual NYCT Customer Injury Rate1
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1 – Subway Customer Accident and Bus Customer Accident (non-collision) Injury rates are calculated per million customers; 2 – 2013 data as presented includes injury rates thru November
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NYCT has made great strides in improving the safety of our system…

Annual NYCT Lost Time Accident Rate1
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NYCT has made great strides in improving the safety of our system…

Annual NYCT Subway Mainline Collisions1
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NYCT has made great strides in improving the safety of our system…

Annual NYCT Bus Collision Rate1
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NYCT has made great strides in improving the safety of our system…

Annual NYCT Subway Mainline Derailments1
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NYCT has made great strides in improving the safety of our system…

Annual NYCT Subway Fires
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NYCT deploys a comprehensive, multi-pronged approach to safety

Office of System
Safety

Third Party
Contractors

Culture

Occupational
Health Services

Subways and Buses
Operations
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NYCT deploys a comprehensive, multi-pronged approach to safety
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The Office of System Safety is an independent department that reports
directly to NYCT’s President

President
C. Bianco
System Safety provides
NYCT with a breadth
and depth of safety
expertise in-house

System Safety
Vice President
C.E. Kennedy

Office of the Vice
President

Investigations

Risk Assessment & Fire
Safety

Environmental Protection
& Industrial Hygiene

Hazard Assessment

Safety Analysis, Review
& Development

Bus & Rail Field
Operations
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System Safety personnel are highly credentialed and interface regularly
with state and national leaders in safety
Office of System Safety Key Personnel Credentials include:
Certified Safety Professionals, Professional Engineers, Masters and Bachelors Degrees in Safety Management,
Industrial Hygiene, Environmental Science, Engineering, Industrial Safety, Fire Safety and other key specialties

Office of System Safety Key Liaison Relationships include:
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System Safety’s sole mission is the oversight and facilitation of safety

Office of System Safety Programs (not exhaustive)

•

Safety Goal Action Plans for Divisions

•

Investigation of major accidents

•

Investigation of near miss incidents

•

Auditing compliance with safety regulations

•

Investigations and review of industrial hygiene
health hazards

•

Prevention of environmental hazards

•

Safety reviews for engineering designs

•

Oversight of the Fire Safety Program

•

System Safety Program Plans (SSPP)

•

Hazard analysis (Military Standard 882C)

•

Roadway Worker Protection

The System Safety concept is the
application of a systematic, consistent
approach to identify, assess, and
resolve hazards throughout the life
cycle of a system from design through
operation, maintenance and disposal

System Safety develops,
facilitates and oversees a
robust portfolio of programs
for rail and bus to ensure
safety in everything we do

To be discussed further
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System Safety Program Plans govern safe practices in Subways and
Buses

System Safety Program Plans are
required by the Federal Transit
Administration and enforced by the NYS
Public Transportation Safety Board

Ensures safety is incorporated into all aspects of operations
Design

Procurement

Operation

Maintenance

Disposal /
Termination
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Many System Safety programs, such as Hazard Analysis, are nationally
recognized
Military Standard 882C

• NYCT’s hazard analysis is
conducted in accordance with
Military Standard 882C

• Hazards are identified and
evaluated based on severity
and probability

• NYCT response actions are
aligned with Department of
Defense guidance
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Roadway Worker Protection is just one example of System Safety’s
facilitation and oversight

Policy

• Required 8-hour Track Safety
Training and refresher every
two years for anyone who
enters the right-of-way

• Extensive required track
flagging qualification and
annual refresher for all
flaggers

• Comprehensive track safety
and flagging rules

Partnership

• Quarterly Executive Track
Safety Task Force review,
including the NY State
Department of Transportation,
Department of Labor, NYCT
President and TWU Local 100
President

• Ongoing Track Safety Task
Force review, including
management, labor and
System Safety

Oversight

• Investigations of near miss
incidents on the right-of-way

• Routine audits of right-of-way
work by a joint Labor System
Safety team

• Pre-job inspections
conducted with labor to
identify/address hazards
before track work

• Pre-job safety meetings for
all track work
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NYCT deploys a comprehensive, multi-pronged approach to safety
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Safety is further supported by Occupational Health Services (OHS),
which ensures the health of our employees

Pre-selection

Occupational Health Services (OHS) performed 4,572
pre-employment medical exams in 2013

Medical Fitness

OHS completes an average of 70,000 employee medical assessments
each year, including approximately 46,000 drug and alcohol tests

Ongoing Medical
Monitoring

OHS also conducts periodic medical evaluations (7,000 in 2013) as
well as visits to help manage chronic conditions (14,475 in 2013)
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Pre-selection medical exams are based on an externally validated
methodology

• Pre-employment medical standards were developed and are updated regularly in
partnership with an external medical consulting group

• At present, 30 different job profiles require medical screening to confirm fitness for duty
• For example, Bus Operator candidates are evaluated for hand/arm steadiness to steer
a vehicle and far vision to detect objects on the road
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Medical Fitness drug and alcohol screenings continue to facilitate
improved employee health
Percentage of NYCT Employees Testing Positive for Drugs and Alcohol

1.4%

Of NYCT’s 46,000 employees, 30 tested
positive for alcohol and 102 tested
positive for drugs in 2013, representing a
60% improvement since 1995
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Safety in Subways starts at the top, with the commitment of Subways
leadership
•

Top 50 Subways leaders meet quarterly to discuss safety and organizational priorities

•

Subways leadership conducts regular roundtable meetings with front line managers to
discuss safe operating concerns

•

As part of Roadway Worker Protection, Subways leadership meets monthly with Labor
to discuss and address issues affecting track safety

Subways actively reinforces a culture where employees are
committed to keeping each other and our customers safe
all day, every day
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Subways ensures safe train operations with a robust set of practices

Personnel
Readiness
(not exhaustive)

• Visual inspections of fitness for duty immediately prior to shifts
• Regular in-service visual inspections of train crews
• Extensive training and safety audits (e.g., train operators complete
85+ days of induction training and refresher training every 3 years)

Equipment/Asset
Readiness
(not exhaustive)

• Pre-trip inspections of all cars every day
• Ongoing car inspections every 68-78 days or 10-12K miles
• Track inspections, including twice-weekly mainline visual inspections

• Signal inspections that meet or exceed FRA standards
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Speed control is a key focus of safe train operations in Subways

•

Speed Control / Speed Committee: Established in 1988, the interdepartmental Speed
Policy Committee ensures consistent, up-to-date speed policy

•

Time Controlled Signals: CBTC on the L line as well as wheel detectors and grade
time signals at other points in the system detect and direct train speeds as appropriate

•

Radar Checks: In 2013 over 6,000 speed checks were performed using equipment
and processes similar to NYS Highway Patrol

•

Training: Train Operators are trained via practical and written exams to adhere to
speed limits and to recognize restrictive signals

•

Train Operator and Conductor Evaluations: Regular in-service visual inspections of
train crews confirm proper train operation and signal adherence
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Beyond safe train operations, Subways takes extensive steps to ensure
the safety of our industrial workers

• Daily “safety talks” by supervisors
as well as monitoring of safe behavior
and personal protective equipment

• Joint pre-job inspections by
management and labor

• Monthly “No Meeting Days” where
senior managers spend the day in the
field reinforcing safe behavior

• Occupational safety programs
including Respiratory Protection,
Lockout/Tagout, Hazardous Chemical
Exposure, Hearing Conservation
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Subways continues to introduce new initiatives to build on existing
safety practices

FasTrack
Planned service
suspensions on large
subway sections from
10pm to 5am allows for
maintenance without
subway service

3rd Rail Protection
Boards
Ensures protection
boards are reinstalled
after construction and
prior to returning track
to service

System Shutdowns
Service suspension
during major weatherrelated events such as
floods, hurricanes and
snow

Situational
Awareness
Communications
campaign to remind
employees to pay
attention to their
surroundings
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New technology tools continue to enhance safety oversight in Subways

Subways Dashboard (excerpt)
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Every safe bus ride starts with the holistic management of a fit operator
and a safe bus, working together

Key
Performance
Indicators

Service
Management

New Bus
Specifications
Hiring
Key
Performance
Indicators

Fit Operator

Safe Bus

New Bus

Inspection
Program

Training
Management
Drug Testing/
Hours of
Service

Performance
Monitoring

19-A Pre-trip
Inspections

Operator
Vehicle
Condition
Reporting
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Buses has developed a multi-tiered approach of training and
performance reviews as part of ensuring fit operators

Performance
Monitoring
Program (PMP)

The 19A Refresher and
Probationary Review Program
are the foundation of
maintaining line of sight with
our bus operators

Accident Review
System (ARS)
Performance
& Evaluation
Comprehensive
Check Ride
Program

Probationary
Review
Program
Annual 19A
& Safety
Refresher
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Buses further reinforces and refreshes our safety message with
consistent communication

Communication

BASICS

Observation Rides

Bus Accident Safety Improvement
Coordinating System

• Direct, consistent messaging
to all Buses employees
across Buses training
centers, depot operations
and road operations

• Ongoing multimedia
messaging via newsletters,
posters, banners, videos, etc.

• Safety Alert handouts for bus
operators, customers and
pedestrians

• Combined management and
labor visit on one route every
week

• Provides a constant but not
predictable presence to
maintain Bus Operator
awareness on the road

• Consistent messaging

• Expanded undercover
observation rides by
management

• Targeting of repeat offenders
• Identification of training
needs and disciplinary action
when appropriate

reinforced in a
non-disciplinary manner
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As part of confirming every bus is safe every day, Buses completes
daily inspections and reviews

• Every day pre-service, each bus operator thoroughly
inspects his/her bus to ensure operational readiness

• Every day post-service, each bus operator
documents and triages any/all bus irregularities with
depot maintenance (see OVCR card at left)

• In addition to the above, buses conducts a robust
ongoing maintenance regime including SOs or bus
inspections every 3-6K miles and technical audits
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Beyond safe bus operations, Buses takes extensive steps to ensure the
safety of our industrial workers

• Ongoing “safety talks” by supervisors
and monitoring of safety including
appropriate PPE (personal protective
equipment)

• Standard Maintainer Overview
Training to emphasize safety
awareness in daily tasks

• Formal communications including the
bi-weekly Maintenance Advisor
Newsletter and monthly Fleet Advisor

• Continuous updates and training on
maintenance policies (e.g., update
hub and drum policy to include
safety/tool enhancements)
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New technology tools continue to enhance safety oversight in Buses

Buses Barometer (excerpt)
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Overall, safe operations prioritize the safety of our customers

Public Awareness
Campaigns

Public Address
Announcements

Platform
ADA Strips

New
Technology

Robust Station
Maintenance Regimes
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NYCT deploys a comprehensive, multi-pronged approach to safety

Office of System
Safety

Third Party
Contractors

Occupational
Health Services

Subways and Buses
Operations
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NYCT facilitates third party contractor safety with proactive support
and oversight programs
Safety Training & Support (not exhaustive)

• Required track safety and refresher
training for contractors working on or
near the right-of-way

• Flagging support for contractors
working on or near the right-of-way

• Access and protection support as
appropriate

• Issuance of Safety Advisories, Alerts,

Safety Oversight (not exhaustive)

• ACE (all-agency contractor/ consultant
evaluation) safety reviews by NYCT
Safety Representatives

• Quarterly independent assessment of
contractor safety compliance on
construction work sites

• Ongoing partnership with PTSB,
System Safety, contractors and
manufacturers to enhance safety
policies / equipment

Bulletins, Directives, Reminders,
Updates, Safety Talk Posters, etc.
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Contractor accident trends have been mixed as NYCT’s contractor
community grows and evolves
CPM Contractor Injury Cases1

-12.2%
132
106
82
Other cases
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Total Budget
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$4.4B
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1 – Note, injury numbers are provided by the contractors and are for internal tracking only
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NYCT continues to ensure contractors working in our system are as
safe as possible

•

Contractor safety ratings are a factor in the determination of construction project awards

•

NYCT’s internal contractor safety assessments are closely monitored and made
available to all MTA agencies

•

Safety support and oversight mechanisms are engaged to maintain safe contractor
operations overall as well as to partner with contractors who are experiencing high or
increasing incident rates
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At NYCT, the safety of our customers and employees is our priority

•

NYCT has a comprehensive, multi-pronged approach to safety

•

The historic improvements we’ve made to the safety of our system do not stop us
from continuing to review and strengthen our practices

•

We will never be satisfied with our safety performance and will continue to strive for
an even safer system for our customers and employees
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